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Initial Geminates (IGs) are often assumed to differ from singletons mainly in duration, while
fundamental frequency (f0) and intensity are described as secondary, variable cues [1].
Accordingly, IGs are phonologically represented with a [+long] feature or by associating the
consonant to two timing units. On the other hand, more recent work on IGs has suggested that the
boundary between IGs and fortis stops is tenuous [2]. To further support this claim, we present
converging evidence from 3 understudied languages, Pattani Malay (PM, Austronesian, [3]),
Salentino (Indo-European, [4]), and Dunan (Japonic, [5]), suggesting that IGs may also be reliably
cued by intensity, possibly as a byproduct of longer closure duration, and f0 throughout the
following vowel. Reliance on these acoustic cues is strongly reminiscent of fortis stops in, e.g.,
Korean [6]. Accordingly, we propose that languages prototypically described as having IG
contrasts should be phonologically represented with a distinct laryngeal specification that takes
into account the constellation of acoustic cues at play. Methodology. PM: 14 speakers produced
13 minimal pairs X 3 repetitions = 1,092 tokens elicited with natural sounding Thai sentences.
Salentino: 1 speaker produced 28 unique items X 11 repetitions = 308 tokens in a carrier sentence.
Dunan: 2563 tokens were gathered from 19 naturalistic recording sessions consisting of
elicitations and stories from 1 speaker. Measurements. We measured 3 acoustic properties: (1)
word-initial consonant duration; (2) f0 and (3) intensity contours over the following vowel.
Durations were analyzed by comparing nested linear mixed effects models, with and without a
fixed effect for IG. f0 and Intensity were analyzed using 3 -order orthogonal polynomial growth
curve analysis to compare contours unfolding over time. In this model, the fixed effect of IGs
indicates a higher mean, while interactions with linear and quadratic/cubic time indicate
differences in slope and curvature, respectively. Results. Duration: IGs are significantly longer in
all languages (p < .01, Est. PM: 17 ms., Salentino: 61 ms., Dunan: 27 ms.), Fig. 1-3 left panels. f0:
f0 of the following vowel is higher after IGs in all languages (p < .001, Est. PM: ~0.2-1.2 Hz;
Salentino: 3.5 Hz, Dunan: 5 Hz). The interactions IG × orthogonal linear time and IG × quadratic
time are also significant for PM and Salentino (p < .001), while IG × cubic time for PM (p < .05),
Fig. 1-3 middle panels. Intensity: Intensity of the following vowel is higher after IGs (p < .001,
Est. PM: .39 dB, Salentino: 2.5 dB, Dunan: 2.43 dB) and the interaction of IG × linear time and
IG × quadratic time is significant in all languages (p < .05). The interaction of IG × cubic is
significant in Salentino (p < .001), Fig. 1-3 right panels. Discussion and Conclusions. Our
experimental findings suggest that duration is not the only – and in some languages, perhaps, not
even the primary – cue in the production of IGs. Additionally, f0 and intensity differ much more
robustly than generally assumed: speakers reliably sustain higher f0 and intensity long after the
release of IGs (Fig. 1-3). These effects are unexpected if they are merely a phonetic effect from
the consonant release. In our view, a closer look at fine-grained time course data demonstrated that
a single feature [+long] or two timing slots are insufficient characterizations of IGs [3]. Such
representations may capture duration and potentially intensity differences, under the additional
assumption that higher intensity follows from longer closures. However, what these
representations do not capture are the f0 effects. Given the inherent multidimensionality of IG
contrasts, we discuss how a more appropriate cross-linguistic characterization of these sounds
could be put forth on the basis of more nuanced laryngeal specifications. IGs could be represented
with a [tense] feature in line with a fortis/lenis distinction. Alternatively, in the framework of
rd

Articulatory Phonology, IGs could be represented as a gestural constellation that includes, a H(igh),
laryngeal gesture, rather than simply by a (singleton) gesture with a longer gestural activation
interval. The holistic representation we propose would unify IGs with fortis consonants, thereby
supporting the remarks of [2] that the difference may mainly be terminological.
Fig. 1 Duration of IGs/singletons, f0, Intensity contour of the following vowel in Pattani Malay

Fig. 2 Duration of IGs/singletons, f0, Intensity contour of the following vowel in Salentino

Fig. 3 Duration of IGs/singletons, f0, Intensity contour of the following vowel in Dunan
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